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Abstract. Turbulent fluid flow due to the electromagnetic forces in induction crucible furnace 
(ICF) is modeled using k-ε, k-ω SST and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence models. 
Fluid flow patterns calculated by different turbulence models and their effects on the motion of 
non-metallic inclusions (NMI) in the bulk melt have been investigated. Results show that the 
conventional k-ε model cannot solve the transient flow in ICF properly. With k-ω model 
transient flow and oscillation behavior of the flow pattern can be solved, and the motion of 
NMI can be tracked fairly well. LES model delivers the best modeling result on both details of 
the transient flow pattern and motion trajectories of NMI without the limitation of NMI size. 
The drawback of LES model is the long calculation time. Therefore, for general purpose to 
estimate the dynamic behavior of NMI in ICF both k-ω SST and LES are recommended. For 
the precise calculation of the motion of NMI smaller than 10 µm only LES model is 
appropriate.  

1. Introduction 
Understanding the turbulent flow and other transport phenomena, like dissolution of alloying elements 
and removal of non-metallic inclusions in induction crucible furnace (ICF) is one of the important 
subjects in steel metallurgy. The flow pattern in the melt is mainly governed Lorentz force. The 
interaction between the induced electrical current and magnetic field results in Lorentz force acting on 
the bulk melt in the direction towards the center of crucible. Typically two or more eddies with 
turbulent pulsations between them might form [1]. This phenomenon has been subject of various 
researches [2-5]. 
    Jardy et al. [6] carried out experimental and theoretical study to characterize the hydrodynamic 
behavior and the transport of dissolved elements in the molten steel in vacuum induction furnace. 2D 
simulation using k-ε turbulence model, with a standard set of constants, showed adequate results [7, 
8]. Nevertheless, in spite of the k-ε results demonstrating highest values of turbulent kinetic energy in 
the eddy centers and the lowest between the eddies, the experimental results showed that the 
maximum of the turbulent energy is between the vortices of the averaged flow and close to the wall of 
the crucible [5, 9]. Umbrashko et al. [5] simulated turbulent flow in an induction furnace for a low 
melting temperature metal and compared averaged with non-averaged Navier Stokes models. Their 
study revealed that the low-frequency velocity oscillations play the major role in the convective heat 
and mass transfer when flow structure contains two or more large vortexes of the mean flow. 
Therefore, they concluded that the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model is more reliable in the melt 
agitation in the induction furnace.  
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    LES model has also been applied for induction channel furnace [10]. Turbulent heat and mass 
transfer in the melt using a 3D transient LES model were simulated. On this base, distributions of 
alloying additions into the melt and disjointed impurities due to channel erosion were investigated.  
    Scepanskis et al. [1] focused on particle-laden recirculated turbulent melt flow driven by 
electromagnetic forces, and compared numerical and experimental results for particle distribution on 
the melt surface. In another work [11] a methodology is presented that consists of the regression 
model for the identification of the time that is necessary to homogenize alloying inclusions in liquid 
metal inside an ICF. Such calculation can be carried out in the rational time and, therefore, it is 
possible to perform the industrial optimization of the mixing time as the function of size and density of 
the alloying inclusions. 
    Single-phase flow in induction furnace is well researched. However, the particle motion is still not 
sufficiently investigated and knowledge about non-metallic inclusion inside the melt especially when 
it approaches crucible wall boundary is weak. Therefore, this paper presents a primary study of non-
metallic inclusion behaviors in molten steel of laboratory ICF. We should firstly verify the melt flow 
and particle motion. So, velocity and turbulence inside melt are studied using different models in 2D 
and 3D. Single particle motion with different properties under the effects of different forces such as 
drag, lift, virtual mass and pressure gradient is investigated.  
 
2. Model Description 
A laboratory induction furnace is considered, as schematically shown in Figure 1(a). Six water cooled 
coils are located around an alumina-silica crucible. Dimensions, parameters, and physical properties 
used in simulations are listed in Table 1.  
    Numerical studies of the electromagnetically driven flow have shown that the influence of the 
pulsating magnetic field can be neglected if its frequency is higher than 5 Hz [12]. Thus in one way 
coupling manner, electromagnetic forces are calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics software and 
the time-averaged values are imported as momentum source terms in ANSYS FLUENT for the 
turbulent flow calculation. Figure 1(b) shows that most forces are toward centerline and localized in a 
3 cm thick layer adjacent to the crucible wall. For the turbulent flow three models, k-ε, k-ω SST and 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) are used in 2D and 3D cases.  
    Alumina particles have been considered as typical inclusions in steelmaking processes with 
different sizes and effect of diverse forces on their motion in the bulk melt are studied. Details of the 
model for the motion of non-metallic inclusions in the melt can be found in the previous works [13, 
14]. Among all forces acting on a particle, buoyancy and drag are main factors of the particle motion 
and are not negligible. Due to the deformed electrical current path around the non-conductive particle 
in the conductive melt an electromagnetic force is also applied on the particle, and the maximum value 
of the electromagnetic force acting on an alumina particle near the crucible wall is about 1% of 
buoyancy force. Therefore it can be neglected in this case. Other forces are lift, virtual mass and 
pressure gradient. Since main agent of creation of both virtual mass and pressure gradient force is 
velocity acceleration (dU/dt) [15], effects of these two forces are taken in account together. To 
consider dispersion of particles due to the turbulence a stochastic tracking model can be implemented 
in the momentum calculations, especially in Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) models like k-ε 
and k-ω. Fluctuating velocity components defined by Gaussian probability distribution include an 
artificial normally distributed random number. In order to compare particle trajectory caused by 
different forces, this stochastic tracking called random walk is here disabled. Moreover, random walk 
model might lead to unrealistic result when particles enter laminar sublayers close to the crucible wall. 
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                              (a)                                                                  (b) 

Figure 1. (left) Geometry, (right) Direction and magnitude of Lorentz force (N/m3). 
 

Table 1. Dimensions, parameters, and physical properties. 

Property Unit  Value 
Inner radius of crucible (Rcrucible) mm 52.5 

Radius of coil (Rcoil) mm 97.5 

Height of melt (Hmelt) mm 102 

Length of coil (Lcoil) mm 162 

Inner radius of coil cross section (rin) mm 5 

Outer radius of coil cross section (rout) mm 10 

Thickness of crucible (Thcrucible) mm 20 

Electrical conductivity of melt (σ) S/m 2.86×105 

Imposed electrical current (Je) A 4000 

Frequency (f) Hz 50 

Density of melt (ρ) kg/m3 7020 

Viscosity of melt (µ) kg/(m.s) 0.006 

Density of alumina (ρp) kg/m3 3700 

 
 
3. Results and discussion 
To validate the calculated Lorentz forces a comparison has been done with experimental results [16]. 
Figure 2 indicates that the simulation results match those gained using Gauss meter in both cases with 
and without an aluminum core inside the coil. B∞ is theoretical value of magnetic flux density at the 
axis of the coil.  
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                                              (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2. Dimensionless magnetic flux density in z direction inside a coil for the simulation and 

experiments [16]: (a) coreless coil, (b) coil with an aluminum core. 
 
    Velocity distributions for two turbulence models, k-ω SST and LES, are shown in Figure 3 that 2D-
axisymmetric and 3D simulations are compared. For better presentation of 3D flow pattern velocity 
vectors are displayed on two main coordinate planes. Despite of the k-ε model which is claimed to be 
proper for completely turbulent flow and gives a steady flow pattern for the melt [5], the k-ω model 
delivered a transient result of the flow pattern in both 2D-axisymmetric and 3D calculations. Like 
typical time averaged simulation results [5, 11] two main eddies form in upper and lower zones. Size, 
strength, and location of main eddies change frequently. Moreover some local weak vortices are 
created and vanished between main eddies.  
    Because of mathematical filtering in the calculation of variables in LES, instantaneous velocity 
results are more time dependent. Therefore, there is no stabilized flow pattern. Several erratic vortices 
form whose locations and sizes vary frequently. It causes oscillation of velocity at different points. 
The same phenomena were observed by experimental investigations [5, 9].  
    Instantaneous variation of velocity components at the center of crucible for k-ε, k-ω and LES are 
plotted in Figure 4. It can be observed that k-ω model can solve the oscillation of velocity like LES 
while k-ε results are generally constant for all components. Hence, in the cases where accurate local 
and instantaneous velocity is not of interest, k-ω SST is a reasonable model for the transient 
simulation of transport phenomena in induction furnace.  
    After study of fluid flow in the ICF, particle motions under diverse circumstances are calculated. 
Figure 5 shows trajectories of a particle with 5 µm diameter started from the center of the crucible. In 
Figure 5(a) k-ω results depict that consideration of lift force results in no change in particle path 
comparing with drag only condition. However, applying virtual mass and pressure gradient forces 
makes little distinction. Hence, it can be concluded that the velocity gradient across the particle, i. e. 
lift force, is almost zero, but the velocity acceleration, i. e. virtual mass and pressure gradient force, is 
effective to some extent. Nevertheless, all three calculations by k-ω model indicate that the drag force 
is dominant. 
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k-ω (2D, axisymmetric) 

 

k-ω (3D, plane x)  k-ω (3D, plane y)  

 
LES (3D, plane x)  LES (3D, plane y)  

Figure 3. Snapshots of velocity field calculated by k-ω and LES models. 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Transient velocity components of k-ε, k-ω and LES at center point of crucible. 
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    LES result, Figure 5(b), indicate that in first few seconds particle under different forces moves in 
the same paths and then chooses completely different paths. These results are observed repeatedly. 
Regarding disabled random walk model the only reason resulting in particle movement through 
diverse paths is due to the different forces. Intense oscillations of velocity in LES (Figure 4) make 
more locally shear flow regions so lift force can effectively change particle path and moves it into one 
of numerous local eddies. Also it is obvious from Figure 4 that dU/dt in LES model, i. e. virtual mass 
and pressure gradient forces, is higher with respect to k-ω. Therefore, these forces in LES model are 
more effective. On the other hand, local eddies in LES are many and variable, so a short deviation in 
the particle motion may cause a totally different path. Hence, effective particle motion is fulfilled 
precisely using LES model.  
 

 
(a) k-ω SST 

 
(b) LES 

Figure 5. Particle trajectories calculated by considering different forces in k-ω and LES turbulence 
models. (Time interval between sequential points is 1 s.) 

 
    Most of non-metallic inclusions in primary steelmaking process such as Al2O3, SiO2 and MgO are 
lighter than molten steel and their density vary in a small range, 3970, 2320 and 3650 kg/m3 
respectively. So, for comparison of different inclusions, density is not impressing factor. To perform a 
parameter study of particle properties trajectories of the particle with different size from the same 
beginning point and at different injection times are studied with k-ω model, Figure 6. Difference 
between injection times is 0.05 s and all forces mentioned before have been applied. It can be 
observed in Figure 6 that particles with small diameter (5 and 10 µm) have almost the same 
trajectories. However, particles with diameter of 20 µm go through paths like small ones in almost 10 
s then select different paths and the largest particles (50 µm) are separated in few beginning seconds. 
Results of different particle sizes for LES model are too chaotic, as shown in Figure 5, therefore the 
trajectories are not comparable with each other. 
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Figure 6. Particle trajectories with different particle diameters in k-ω turbulence model. (Time 
interval between sequential points is 1 s.) 

 
4. Conclusions 
Numerical simulations have been done to model the turbulent flow and the motion of non-metallic 
inclusion (NMI) in induction crucible furnace (ICF). Studies focused on k-ω SST and LES turbulence 
models. Results showed that transient flow pattern and velocity oscillations in the ICF can be modeled 
using k-ω, while the conventional k-ε is unable to model this phenomenon. The motion of NMI can 
also be tracked by the k-ω model fairly well. When precise trajectory of NMI in the melt is of interest, 
LES model is the most suitable option. Of course, LES model requires fine mesh and small time step 
size which increase calculation costs. Therefore, for general purpose to estimate the dynamic behavior 
of NMI in ICF both k-ω SST and LES are recommended. For the precise calculation of the motion of 
NMI, especially for those NMIs with diameter smaller than 10 µm, only LES model is appropriate. 
However, to confirm above statements further modeling and experimental evaluation efforts are 
desired.   
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